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A beautiful work dedicated to mountain addicts and to amateurs who like to travel far from

home!Climbing Antarctica is a unique experience. It is a dream that only few mountaineers

have had the privilege to fulfill and that you can now skim, thanks to this very nice book, richly

illustrated and remarkably documented.Damien Gildea will let you get be dragged into the rich

history of Antarctica mountaineering adventure, from the first explorations in the 19th century

until the achievements of today extreme climbers. He will lead you at the very heart of the most

impressive and remote mountains of the South Pole…Discovering the incredible Antarctica

Mountains, emerging from the white hugeness, will let more than one reader speechless. It is

hard to figure out that we are still on Earth !In this volume you can find all the information about

the Ellsworth Mountains.This book is an absolute must-have for all climbers and travellers!

ABOUT THE AUTHORDamien Gidea is a polar mountaineer and explorer. He successfully led

seven expeditions in the highest Antarctica Mountains, from 2001 to 2008. He is the author of

the book entitled Antarctic Mountaineering Chronology, published in 1998, and of detailed

topographical maps of the Livingston Island (2004) and Vinson Mountain (2006). His articles

and photographs were published in many periodicals around the world, as the American Alpine

Journal or the American magazine called Alpinist. He also led a skiing expedition to the South

Pole and took part in several expeditions in the Himalayas, in Karakorum and in the Andes.

When he is not exploring, Damien Gildea lives in Australia.EXCERPTThe Ellsworth Mountains

are comprised of two main ranges: the high Sentinel Range in the north and the lower Heritage

Range in the south, with the two separated by the Minnesota Glacier that runs from west to

east.Sentinel rangeThe Sentinels stretch for almost 200 km like a long, jagged spine, with

numerous rocky ridge shooting out to the side and sweeping down to the ice, unusually uniform

in their appearance and spacing. In between these ridges lie many couloirs and big, mixed

faces, some rising over 2000 m above the flat ice stretching out east and west.

“An absorbing portrait of a town, told through its unforgettable people…masterful.”-People, four

stars“[A] dreamy, fabulist series of connected stories... These... tales, with their tight, soft focus

on America, cast their own spell.”-The Washington Post"Hoffman’s writing is so beautiful it’s

almost painful to read... Hoffman makes the magic she writes about feel so real, as though I

could at any moment, find myself in the town of Blackwell and the mysterious garden that

bears only red fruit."-Eleanor Brown, author of The Weird Sisters“The Red Garden is

recommended to readers who enjoy, in addition to beautiful prose, magical realism and

different narrators over time... Alice Hoffman is an author not to be missed.”-Historical Novels

Review"Alice Hoffman, herself a shining star among American novelists, possesses the

stunning ability to express the numinous in the most prosaic language. Somehow, without

elaborate wordplay, she manages to communicate a yearning interpretation of the life we all

live, opening the reader’s eyes to the otherworldly riddles that make things appear just a trifle

askew—when we notice them, that is. And Alice Hoffman certainly notices them. One secret of

her ongoing appeal, year after year, book after book, is her keen perception. And in The Red

Garden, Hoffman delivers a body of stories that explores the depths of reality as well as its

enduring quirkiness."-Book Page"In gloriously sensuous, suspenseful, mystical, tragic, and

redemptive episodes, Hoffman subtly alters her language, from an almost biblical voice to

increasingly nuanced and intricate prose reflecting the burgeoning social and psychological



complexities her passionate and searching characters face in an ever-changing world."-

Booklist, starred review"Hoffman has done it again, crafting a poignant, compelling collection of

fairy tales suffused with pathos and brightened by flashes of magic. Her fans, as well as those

of magical realism in general, will be enchanted."-Library Journal, starred review"Fans of

Hoffman’s brand of mystical whimsy will find this paean to New England one of her most

satisfying."-Kirkus Review"The novel moves forward in linked stories, each building on (but not

following from) the previous and focusing on a wide range of chracters....The result is a certain

ethereal detachment as Hoffman’s deft magical realism ties one woman’s story to the next

even when they themselves are not aware of the connection. The prose is beautiful, the

characters drawn sparsely but with great compassion."-Publishers WeeklyExcerpt. © Reprinted

by permission. All rights reserved.The Bear's HouseThe town of Blackwell, Massachusetts,

changed its name in 1786. It had been called Bearsville when it was founded in 1750, but it

quickly became apparent that a name such as that did little to encourage new settlers. True,

there were nearly as many black bears in the woods then as there were pine trees, but there

were also more eel in the river than there were ferns sprouting on the banks. You could stick

your hand into the murky green shallows and catch half a dozen of the creatures without using

bait. If you ventured in waist-high you’d be surrounded in moments. Yet no one considered

calling the village Eelsville, even though people ate eel pie on a regular basis and many of the

men in town wore eelskin belts and boots. They said wearing eel made them lucky at cards,

but when it came to the rest of life, love for instance, or business acumen, they had no luck at

all.The town’s original name was always discussed and remembered in August, a dry yellow

month when the grass was tall and bears ate their fill of blueberries on Hightop Mountain, a

craggy Berkshire County landmark that separated Blackwell from the rest of the world. August

was the time when the festival to commemorate Hallie Brady was held, but those who thought

she’d been born in that month were mistaken. In fact, she had been born in Birmingham,

England, on the sixteenth of March into unhappy circumstances. An orphan, long on her own,

she’d been forced to find employment at a hatmaker’s at the age of eleven. It was an unsavory

situation that included more than merely fashioning hatbands out of black ribbon. The factory

owner lurked close by, running his hands over Hallie’s pale, freckled skin as though he owned

her. She bided her time. She was the sort of person ready to face the wilderness, a young

woman certain she had nothing more to lose. When compared to her childhood, all the

hardships of the Berkshires added up to heaven, despite the deep, nearly endless

winters.Even in the heat of summer, when there were mosquitoes skimming over the surface of

the river and bees bumped against windowpanes, people looked out at Hightop and shivered.

Not everyone was as brave as Hallie Brady, and the local people who followed the founders

knew how killing the darkest months in these parts could be. They wondered how the first

settlers had managed to survive that initial winter, when there were bears in every tree and the

snowdrifts were said to be as tall as a man. Before Hallie and the settlers arrived, the far side

of Hightop was unpopulated. The native people who camped nearby vowed that no man would

ever find happiness west of the mountain. Hunters never crossed into that territory even though

the woods were filled with wolves and fox. There were red-tailed hawks, deer, squirrels, and

more bears than anyone could count. Still they stayed away. They believed some places were

forbidden, and that men were no more the kings of all things than the bees that swarmed over

the mountain in midsummer.William Brady headed the first expedition. He decided that he

needed a wife before he set into the wild, western parts of Massachusetts, a ready partner to

help carry the weight of the journey. He met Hallie in Boston a month after her arrival, and

before another month had passed they said I do and started out west. Hallie had been fending



for herself ever since leaving England. William was the first man to ask her for her hand, and

she quickly agreed. She didn’t believe in romance, but she did have faith in her own future. He

was forty, she was seventeen. He had already failed at everything he had tried; she hadn’t yet

begun to live. Hallie had the impression that the marriage was a mistake on their wedding

night, spent at a raucous inn near Boston harbor. William had done his husbandly business,

then had dropped into a deep, twitchy sleep. He hadn’t uttered a single word during their

lovemaking. Soon Hallie would realize she should have been grateful for that, but on that night

she seemed absurdly alone, considering she was a newly married woman.William had a single

virtue. He was an excellent salesman. He had sold Hallie on the notion of their marriage, and

soon afterward he managed to convince three other families to travel with them out west. There

was safety in numbers, especially when heading across the mountains. The Motts and the

Starrs signed on, along with the Partridges, who had a young son named Harry. Hallie quickly

began to suspect she had married a confidence man. In fact, William Brady was running from

debtor’s prison and a long list of failed projects that included bilking people of their earnings.

He convinced the three other families to pay for everything they’d need to set out: the horses,

the mules, the dried meat, the flour, the cornmeal. In exchange, William would lead the way. He

said he had experience, but in fact he had never been farther west than Concord. He led them

in circles for the full month of October, a foolish time to start out across uncharted land,

fumbling through the wilderness until an early blinding snowstorm stopped their progress. They

had just scrambled over Hightop Mountain when the bad weather overtook them. Where they

hunkered down, in the valley below, marked the beginning of Bearsville.The first person who

spotted a bear was six-year-old Harry Partridge. Winter had still not fully arrived, yet there was

already snow on the ground. They had been living like gypsies as the men tried their best to

build a real shelter. Harry shouted for them to leave their work on the rickety log house and had

them run down to the meadow to see. The men laughed when they spied a leafy squirrel’s nest

up in the tree, which might have easily looked like a vicious beast to a boy from Boston.From

then on, that spot was known as Harry’s Bear.Go right past Harry’s Bear and you’ll find the

stack of wood, they would say to each other after that. Make a left at Harry’s Bear and head for

the creek. Such unconscionable teasing always made Harry’s face flush. But he was not the

only one who feared bears. The women—Rachel Mott, Elizabeth Starr, and Susanna Partridge,

Harry’s mother—were nervous when darkness fell. Food had been stolen from the wooden

storehouse. They’d heard things rustling in the woods when they went to collect chokeberries,

the last of the season’s, barely enough to keep them alive. They saw footprints that were

monstrously large in the muck near the river. No wonder they had trouble sleeping at

night, even after they moved into the poorly built shelter where they could never stay warm. An

ashy fire was kept burning day and night, airing through a hole in the roof. Smoke turned their

faces and feet black, and several times they almost froze to death. They woke in the mornings

with crusts of ice in their hair and on their clothes. They might have starved as well, despairing

over everything that had happened in their lives since they’d had the misfortune to meet

William Brady, if Hallie hadn’t made her way down to the river one day, driven by hunger and

fury. She could not believe how helpless her stranded group was. None of the men were skilled

hunters. They knew little about survival. She felt they had all been bewitched by the mountain,

ready to lie down on their straw pallets, close their eyes, and give up the one life on earth

they’d been granted.Hallie went out on her own. She tramped over the frozen marshes,

ignoring the patches of briars. When she got to the riverside, she took a rock and smashed

through the skim of ice over the water. Then with her bare hands she reached into the

blackness and collected a potful of eels for a stew. They wriggled and fought, the way eels do,



but because of the cold they were in a half sleep and Hallie easily won the fight. She had come

all the way from England and she didn’t intend to die her first winter out, not on the western

side of this high dark mountain. After that, she built traps out of twigs and rope and, with Harry

beside her, began to catch rabbits in the meadow. It was November by then, and above the

mountain the sky turned a luminous blue late in the day, like ink spilling out on a page. Hallie

and Harry could see their breath puffing into the air as they traipsed through the woods. They

could hear the rabbits scrambling underneath the traps when they were caught. It was true;

rabbits cried. They sounded like children, shivering and lost. Harry felt sorry for the rabbits and

wanted to keep them as pets, but Hallie patiently explained that a pet was of no use to a dead

person. Without food, they would all be lost.About the AuthorAlice Hoffman is the acclaimed

author of twenty-nine works of fiction, including The Story Sisters, The Third Angel, Practical

Magic, Here on Earth, The Ice Queen, Turtle Moon, Illumination Night, and Blackbird House.

Visit her online at www.AliceHoffman.com. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.From Publishers WeeklyHoffman brings us 200 years in the history of

Blackwell, a small town in rural Massachusetts, in her insightful latest. The story opens with the

arrival of the first settlers, among them a pragmatic English woman, Hallie, and her profligate,

braggart husband, William. Hallie makes an immediate and intense connection to the

wilderness, and the tragic severing of that connection results in the creation of the red garden,

a small, sorrowful plot of land that takes on an air of the sacred. The novel moves forward in

linked stories, each building on (but not following from) the previous and focusing on a wide

range of characters, including placid bears, a band of nomadic horse traders, a woman who

finds a new beginning in Blackwell, and the ghost of a young girl drowned in the river who

stays in the town's consciousness long after her name has been forgotten. The result is a

certain ethereal detachment as Hoffman's deft magical realism ties one woman's story to the

next even when they themselves are not aware of the connection. The prose is beautiful, the

characters drawn sparsely but with great compassion. (Jan.) (c)(c) Copyright PWxyz, LLC. All

rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Bookmarks

MagazineAccording to the critics, The Red Garden is among Alice Hoffman’s recent best. She

can occasionally be melodramatic, her stories overrun by fairy tale syntax. Although the

magical abounds here—women become eels—there is little, if anything, that is overdone. Not

every story is wholly believable, but “Hoffman’s consciously simple style transforms people’s

pain into mythic parable” (Washington Post), so that the mythic then becomes lore. Only the

Boston Globe cited the collection as somewhat uneven, with the best stories (including “The

Red Garden”) absolutely bewitching and the lesser ones simplistic and implausible. But that is

to be expected from an author with her own peculiar, enchanting brand of magical realism. --

This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Booklist*Starred Review* The lush

and haunted wildlands of Massachusetts provide fertile ground for Hoffman’s endlessly

flowering imagination. Like The Probable Future (2003) and Blackbird House (2004), The Red

Garden, a sequence of beguiling, linked stories, is rooted in colonial times and reaches into the

present. The first foolhardy white folks—the Motts, Partridges, Starrs, and Bradys—to settle in

this land of blackflies, bears, eels, and harsh winters in 1750 only survive because Hallie

Brady, the first of a line of determined and adept women in what becomes the small town of

Blackwell in Berkshire County, goes out into the snowy wilderness to find sustenance. As

spring allows the founding families to cultivate the strange red soil in the village’s first garden,

Johnny Appleseed stays for a spell, and, later, Emily Dickinson happens by. Generation by

generation, humans and animals form profound bonds; women’s lives change, somewhat; men

go to war; people are poor and in despair; illness and violence rage; strangers find refuge; and



love blossoms impossibly, extravagantly, inevitably. In gloriously sensuous, suspenseful,

mystical, tragic, and redemptive episodes, Hoffman subtly alters her language, from an almost

biblical voice to increasingly nuanced and intricate prose reflecting the burgeoning social and

psychological complexities her passionate and searching characters face in an ever-changing

world. --Donna Seaman --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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The book by Alice Hoffman has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 1,332 people have provided feedback.
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